Malakoff, 12 July 2012

PRESS RELEASE

The « Commission des Titres d’Ingénieur (CTI) » authorizes ENSAE-ParisTech do award the title of « ingénieur »

The « Commission des Titres d’Ingénieur has granted the Ecole nationale de la Statistique et de l’Administration économique (ENSAE-ParisTech)’s request to award the title of « ingénieur ».

Students who are admitted into the first year of the school as of September 2012 will, at the end of their course and whatever their competitive entrance examination, be awarded the title of « ingénieur ».

“ENSAE-ParisTech is delighted with this decision, which has come just at the time when candidates are taking their oral entrance examinations and choosing their schools”, says Julien Pouget, the school’s director. “This decision follows on from a thorough audit of the school carried out this year by a commission of the CTI. We made use of this opportunity to move in the directions recommended by the commission, notably in the expression of skills. We were also at great pains to emphasize the specificities and richness of the scientific training provided at the school, mainly centred around statistics, finance and economics, while remaining open to the other disciplines which combine theoretical modelisation, experimentation and measurement.”

A member of the Groupe des Ecoles nationales de l’Economie et Statistique (GENES), ENSAE-ParisTech trains engineers who specialize in the quantitative analysis of data and statistical and econometric modeling in order to solve complex problems. Graduates possess the scientific, technical and human skills which make them capable of measuring, analyzing and modellising, in an uncertain and risky universe, economic, financial, social and scientific phenomena in order to assess, forecast and decide.

ENSAE-ParisTech graduates are employed as executives in the tertiary and industrial sectors where scientific innovation is predominant, notably in banks and insurance companies, large companies in the energy and transport sectors, consultants, survey institutes and both French and international public sector organizations.
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